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INTRC1>UCTX0N AND REVIEW OF LITERATUHE
Introduction
Agricultural mechanization
The taechanlzatlon of agriculture, which began In this
country In the last half of the nineteenth century, haa been
given credit for and blazoed for a large number of things.
Mechanization can be defined as the replacement of human and
animal energy with mechanical energy, and la a basic factor
In the current Increase of productivity per farm woi^er. As
unit productivity haa Increased, farm output has also Incraased
while the quantity of farm labor hsis declined. F&rm output
Is now so large, partly because of mechanization, that sur
pluses are a serious problem.
Another manifestation of Increased productivity has been
the steady growth In size of 'one-man" farms. The exact
factors that determine farm slze^ are complex. Mokee (19,
p* 4) aummarlsea them as follows i
The optimum size farm for any particular farmer
will depend upon (1) his objectives or goals,
(2) the cost-price situation, (3) his capital
and equity position, (4) his ability as a farm
manager, and (5) his reactions to risk and un
certainty .
The size of a farm business can be defined as the sum
mation of the capital, labor, and land Inputs when they ai^e
expressed in the sanie units. See Heady and Jensen (13,
p. ^52).
Another item could be added to this list. That is the limit
in^osed on farm size by technology. All of Mokee's factors
are based upon the assumption that a particular farm size is
technologically possible. Because of the mechanically in
creased productivity of today, feonners are now able to consider
farming much larger acreages than their fathers and grand-
fatl^rs could. The result has been a steady increase in farm
size that is still going on.
Economtc aspects of mechanization
Howeverj if technology alone mre considered, farm size
would be much larger than it is now. Mechanization requires
a relatively large increase in investment per crop acre^ thus
making farmers more susceptible to the risks and uncertainties
of farm production. Risk and uncertainty tend to make farm
operators restrict the investment they will make for production
and thereby restrict the degree of mechanization on their
farms. In this way the economic xvlationships associated with
mechanization are seen to be an in^rtant influence on the
degree of adoption of mechanization.
Field machinery investment is a doubly difficult problem
because of its relatively non-liquid nature. Once a machine
haB been bought, it is difficult to realize a profit on the
money without extracting a reasonable amount of use from the
machine. 11118 fact has brought increasing attention to farm
aaohlrwry oanagement prsotloes# including particularly tha
•oonraio aspeota thereof.
Waya to increaae profit
The possible ways of increasing profit have received con
siderable attention during recent years and will probably
continue to do so in the future because of the highly com-
j)etitive nature of modem agriculture*
There are three ways by which profit may be altered within
a given farm (not oonsldei^lng the posalbillty of expaziding
marketfl or changing the typea of enterprisea). They aret
(a) changing the size of the faxn by expanding all enterprisea
equally, (b) varying the rate of production on the farm, and
(c) reducing the total cost of production*
Farm acreage, an index of farm size, has increased, but
not as much as one might expect* The number of harvested
crop acres on Iowa farms has Increased only about I3 acres
per farm since 1930 (1), which is certainly less than the
potential through mechanisaticn*
The rate of production, on the other hand« has grom
tremendo\aaly. m Iowa, twcn output per man hour of labor
ix^t has Inoreaaed 95 percent since 1941 (9). Farmers are
quick to grasp the rosults of agricultural z^esearch and put
them to practical use, and the prlnclpeUL achievements of
agricultural reseeuxh have been ways of increasing pj^oduction.
Zncraasad raechanlzatlon, of course, has been a major factor In
this Increase, as pointed out above.
The last Item, cost reduction. Is the area where many
advances can be made in mechanization. Ways of achieving
automation (mechanization) cheaply must be sought, so that
it will be practical. It is now theoretically possible to
build completely automatic field machinery which would not
require the constant attention of an operator, but the coat
would be prohibitive. The problem can also be stated another
ways fam machines must be built in such configurations that
they will match the economic structure of existing farms, and
then the appropriate machines must be selected for each farm.
Machinery selection
The matter of machinery selection can be a difficult
problem. Consider briefly the nature of the factors that are
involved when a farmer evaluates a farm machine. Davidson
(6, p* 373) listed eight factors which are Involved In the
evaluation of a farm machines
1. Adaptability - the ability of a machine to fit Into
the farm in question
2. Cost
3* Design and construction
Dealer's sexvice
5. Ease of operation
6. Reliability of manufacturer
7. Ease of repair and adjustment
Appearance.
In addition, when the entire systan of machines on a farm is
considered more points ma/ be added:
9. i^atching of machines in the system with respect to
economy
10, Matching of machines with respect to power and
capacity.
This list could be made more complex. It does not mention the
farmer's personal preferences as a consumer. He may decide to
buy, for instance, a machine which is not the optimum size
cost-wise even though he la aware it is not, because he has
decided that the increase in satisfaction that this machine
will supply him is worth more than the additional money it
costs him. Even as the list Is, however, it serves to illus
trate the difficulty of evaluating a nachine. Any itea is
a complete indicator of the suitability of a machine.
Consider also tho method whereby a farmer will decide to
buy or not buy a machine. The method probably relies highly
on intuition. A farmer will observe the performance of a
machine, possibly on a neighbor's farm or at a demonstration,
thereby formulating his expectations of the machine. Then,
through an inti:nate knowledge of his own requirements he will
estimate the machine's usefulness on his own farm, and he will
buy tlttit machine or a different one If he Judgee it to be of
value to him. He must then stand by his declelcm, or take a
loss both In 6atl8faotl<Hi and In money. Accepting the resiUta
of his decision can cause considerable difficulty If his
profit margins are small and there is little ro<»n for error*
It is apparent that a more systematic way of reaching these
decisions is needed.
Statement of problem
Itae objectives of this problem are twofold:
1* to seek a mathematically systeniatic m&thod of 8elec<>
tlon of farm machinery which will enable maximisation of
profit from the machines selected
2. to investigate and clarify through analysis the
economic relationships of farm machinery use.
To simplify the problem for analysis« several restrlc*
tions will be made. Only field machinexv will be considered,
excluding wagons and all other transportation and storage
equipment. Only one-tz^tor faxnss will be tx^ated. The
analysis will be based on a "fixed" faxtn} that is, the size
uid all cropping procedux*es will be assumed to have been
previously d«eided* The short^run viewpoint will be takeni
machinery fixed cost will be assumed to exist.
Review of Related Iilterature
The du&X pxx»blem8 of aeleotlon ml cost of tmxm machinery
have long been of concern to farmeFs, ae wltneased by the
wealth of literature that has been published on these two 8ub-»
Jects. There Is no hope of trying to cover all the existing
literature in a docunient of this size, 'nierefore^ an attempt
will be made to deal only with the more Important publica
tions, with special emphasis on Iowa and the Midwest.
Machinery selection
An early attempt to develop an oxiganized method for
selection of farm machinery was made by Carter (4) in 193^*
He stated (4, p. 4)t
Heretofore the task of selecting machines for any
given set of conditions has been a Judgment problem,
unaided by a concrete rnethod of attack. The object
of this study was to formulate a workable plan of
procedure for selecting farm machines and to show
how the plan can be used.
Carter proceeded to develop such a plan« which can be
summarized as four basic steps: (a) decide on basic machinery
requirements for a specific farm from rotation data* etc.,
(b) further restrict possible machines to be chosen by
personal preference> (e) choose the basic power source for
the machinery system, and (d) choose the machines on the
basis of having them match the power source. He also dealt
with the effects which weather conditions may have on any
8procedure for choosing machinery. His concept of the effects
of weather was that It would reduce the number of days avail
able to perform some specific Job. Thz*ough analysis of
weather records he determined probabilities that weather cap*
able of stopping field operations would occur.
Casrter Justified his method of selection on the basis
of cost* He pointed out that proper selection of machinery
should materially reduce the cost of machinery to Iowa farm
ers. Howeverj there Is a contradiction between this statement
and the method of machinery selection which he finally develops
The method Is not based upon cost, but rather upon the basic
recpilrements of the farm. He realised this and Indicates that
much future study la required.
Since Carter's time, the problem of machinery selection
has been treated by numerous authors, although for many of
them the problem of machinery coat was more In^ortant. The
concept of buying machines for minimum cost of ownership and
operation has developed as the basis for machine selection.
Machinery selection Is reaLlly a double problem. First,
It must be decided whether ownership of a machine Is Justified,
and then It must be decided what size to purchase. The most
caostton outlook has been to re-phrase the problem of selection
to Include only one slse of machine, and then decide If pur-
chaae of that slse Is Justified. If this Is tried for a
number of different sizes, then the optimum size will be found.
(2) and Hunt (15) have both presented
loethods of this type • Justification of machine ownerahlp
exists irtien total cost for the machine Is less than the coat
to have the operation custom done, as they have outllnad It.
The methods presented in both booka as^e the aamo In essence«
but the presentation by Hunt Is more explicit and will, there
fore, be discussed hea?e«
Hunt Auggested the following procedurei (a) decide on
the basic machinery requirements, based on rotations, machinery
practices, etc.; (b) choose a tractor which may be about the
correct slzej (c) using the specific data for that tractor,
choose a complement of machinery which the tractor will
handle} (d) calculate the total annual cost of ownership and
operation of the machinery, adjusting sizes or eliminating
those machines for which ownership is not Justified, and
(e) repeat the process for different sizes of tractors. By
comparison of the coats calculated In step (d), that tractor
i^ch gives the cheapest overall cost can be determined, m
•tap (c) determination is made of the most economical size
of siM^hlne for use with that particular tractor, by trying
different sizes.
It Is seen that this method is very similar to the swthod
of Cairter, although it is in many ways more advanced. Both
Carter's and Hunt's procedures will give a completely practl*
cal systemj that is, all the machines In the system will work
together without mismatching. Both procedures also emphasize
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a ' system design'' procedure» rather than considering each
raaohlne separately. The reason both authors have done
this is that the basic machinez*y system they have considered
has a single power unit, the tractor. Certain costs asso
ciated with the tractor, they have reasoned, should be distri
buted among the different machines in the system.
Other writers have dealt, in particular, with another
Important aspect of machinery selection. That is deciding
when machinery should be replaced. Williams (28) presented
a method for deciding when a tractor should be replaced. His
method was based on his experience as a farm manager on a
four-traotor fara in Pennsylvania. He noticed that the main
costs which Increase as a tractor grows older are the repair
and maintenance costs, whereas annual depreciation probably
becomes smaller as a tx*actor ages. Thus, he chose to replace
the tractor at a time when the combined per hour cost of re
pairs, maintenance and depreciation no longer decreased. In
his analysis, only replacement with the same size tractor was
considered.
Other writers since Williams have dealt with the same
problem. Their opinions, in general, are summarized by 0. H.
Larson (18) • Larson stated that when the marginal cost of a
machine is equal to the average total cost, then the machine
should be replaced. This will always occur at the lowest point
on the avex*age cost curve.
IX
Laxvon has also developed a method, using alignment
ohairts, for selecting a system of farm machinery. Ttm method
is based on the "duty requirements*' of the machines. Time
liness of operation has also been considered^ but only so far
£is completing a Job within some speciried time. Larson has
not gone into weather analysis as deeply as Carter.
Machinery cost
Ihe volume of literature published about cost of machin*
ery, the dual problem of machinery selection, is overwhelming.
Every state in the Midwest has conducted at least one exten*
sive survey and published the results. Earlier investigations
were concexrad primarily with the economics of tx^ctor power
compared with horse power. Later as mechanization became
more advanced, the costs of all sorts of new machinery have
received attention.
Three major surveys have been made in Iowa. They are
(a) a siu*vey of 732 cooperating farmers conducted in 1936,
and appearing as a biiUetin by Ooodsell (11) in 19391 (b) a
study of 400 farms oonqpleted in 19^2 by Davidson and Hender
son (7)} and (c) a 19^1 survey of 1000 farms by Heady,
Hopkins, and NcKibben (12). Of primary interest are the ^lo
more recent works, although even they are somewhat oboole^^.
Davidson and Hendei*8on investigated the length of life and
annual use of farm machines, and found that snnual use does
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not have any i«>preclable effect on life expectancy. They also
Investiisated "cost of service", by i^lch they mean fixed cost.
They found that repairs and lubrication could be considered
fixed with respect to annual use^ although strictly speaking
they are variable. Heady, Hopkins, and McKlbben covered much
the same gix)und as Davidson and Henderson, and also studied
the possibility that different fonns of tsachlne ownership may
have some effect on the expected life of machines, and conse
quently on the annual fixed cost. They found that large farms
tended to make better use of their machinery by increasing the
annual use, and that cooperative oimershlp of a machine by
farmers could extend these economies to small farms.
Of the numerous studies outside Iowa, one publication
should be mentioned because of its wide use. That is the Kansas
bulletin by Fenton and Fairbanics (10). This bulletin presents
data from several sources, and derives simple, priu^tlcal
methods for predicting cost. Each Item of cost has been re
duced to its simplest possible terms so that It may be easily
calculated, yet it has been kept general enough that the data
presented In the btaietln are usable in a wide range of
situations.
It is possible to make a few generalizations about the many
machinery cost surveys that have been conducted. All workez*8
in this field have been confronted by severe difficulties. In
many cases the newness of the machines being studied Is a
handicap. Because of the large variations that occur between
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liidlvldual machines* and because of the eioall percentage of
the total populatl(»i that can be observed. It has been necee«
sary to ask fanners to estimate various Items about their
equipment. Such a procedure Is questionable« although the re-
suits obtained seem to be fairly consistent. Also, the poor
records kept of machinery costs by many farmex*s have been a
handicap. Any method of predicting coat based on data
gathered In such surveys will be subject to 6rz*or*
14
AKAUrSZS
A fanner as a proOucer regards his machinery as
satisfactory or unsatisfactory as it helps or hinders him In
operating his farm profitably. tRierefore, the approach to
machinery selection here will be to attempt to determine those
sizes of machines which will maximize profit. This approach
is distinguished from considering the fanner also as a con-
siisier* vn^n any one specific machine and situation is con-
sldered^ he may purchase a machine which is not as profitable
as another. He may do this with full knowledge of the conae-
quenoes, having decided that his Increased satlsfaction thereby
is worth some money. When he behaves in this fashion» he acts
as a consumer. Consumer satisfaction will be neglected here.
Suppose that on a farm there are a total of m field
crops grown, and a complement of n machines. crops will
be denoted by the subscripts 1^2,••.J...m; and the machines
by the subscripts 1,2,• • .1.. .n. the profit from the J-th
crop can be expressed as
IT, - Ri - Ci ^ (I)j - nj - WJ
where
vj » profit from the J*th crop (dollars)
^To aid the reader, a glossary of all the symbols in this
analysis is given in Appendix A*
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Rj « Mv«nue from the J*th crop (dollflirs}
C4 <• total ooat to produce the J-th crop, Includlns
the coBt of laxKl, seed, fertillJBer, machinery,
and BO on (dollars.)
Zn Equation 1 both items in the right hand member are
functions of (a^nong other things) the size of machines used
to produce this c3?op. For field machinery, the size of a
machine can be expressed as the width. In exact terms the
width of a machine, as used here, means the length perpendic
ular to the direction of travel over which the machine can
perform its function. The words size and width will be used
synonymously in this analysis.
Prom elementary calculus, it is known that to determine
the maximum of ttj with respect to the width of the i-th
machine Equation 1 should be differentiated with respect to
this width and the result set equal to zero. Thus,
dirj/dW^ - dRj/dW^ - dCy'dWi - 0 (2)
where « width of the i«-th machine (feet). If it is assumed
that the number of units of crop J produced will have no
effect on the price obtained for them, then the quantity
dRj/dVj^ is ealled the value of marginal product of j with
respect to i, or The second term, dCj/dWj^, is ealled
the marginal cost of machine i, or Thus, Equation 2
can be expressed as
VMP^j - . (3)
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Thft problem now la to expreas both aidea of Equation 3
In terma of and to aolve the reatxlt.
Marginal Coat Eqixatlon
Ziet us consider first the inaz^lnal cost. Some method of
predicting the cost of machine 1 Is required In advance of the
time of its puz*cha3e. Such a prediction is difficulty but
with suitable assumptions It is possible.
Prediction of cost la a commonly encountex^d problem,
ao that there are more or lesa atandard procedurea defined by
the prlnclplea of coat accounting. Those prinelplea will be
followed here aa cloaely aa poaslble.
Qeneral cost equation
Method of dividing costs. The total cost of ownership
and operation of any iriachine will be considered to be divided
into two parts: fixed cost and variable cost. Fixed costs
are those which are constant with respect to the use of a
machine f and variable costs are those which increase with in
creasing use. ^tor6 specifically, aa uaed here fixed ooata
Include depreciation, houalng for the machine v^n not In
use, taxea aaaoclated with ownership of the machine, Inaur-
axicei and Interest on Investment (or noxvtal profit on Invest
ment). Operating coats include fuel cost, labor cost, oil
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cost, and oost of repairs and lubrication. Sach of these
categories irlll be considered In tum«
Fixed cost. Of the five Items of fixed cost, depre
ciation Is the largest. Depreciation over a given time Inter*
val (takBn hereafter as a year) Is defined as the decrease In
value of the machine during that time- It Includes a decrease
of value due to itfear, but Is also dependent upon the age of
the machine though It may have been used very little. Depre
ciation as used here describes a norml decline of value, as
distinguished from obsolescence, y&iXch describes reduction of
value because new machines Incorporate design liiq?rovements •
Hay loaders and grain binders, for exan^le, may now be con
sidered obsolescent even though they may not yet be fully
depreciated.
To a certain extent, depreciation Is not a function of
the a;nount of use a saachlne endures, and Is therefore a fixed
cost* The nosnsal rate of decline of value Is, of course,
different for different machines and for different types of
machines. A complicated, expensive machine, such as a tractor
or combine, might be expected to decline rapidly In value when
relatively new, and to decline slowly idien old. On the other
hand, a sls^le machine such as a spike tooth harrow will de<>
cllne little In value until some Incident damages the machine
or causes wear to Increase. Thereafter depreciation will be
more rapid than before.
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However^ one need not worry al>out these compXexities if
It le assumed that machinery wUX be purchased new and wUX
be used untlX Its usefuX Xlfe is ended by the same person ylho
bought it. Zn this situation^ two essentials are a specific
purchase price and a specific but smaXler salvage vaXue* It
can be assumed that the annual depreciation is a constant
over the Xife of the machine; that is, a straight line depre
ciation curve can be used.
Later in this analysis it will be necessary to use de
preciation statistics cooqpiled by others and based upon the
length of the useful Xlfe of the machine. Use of these
statistics in^ses another restriction on the generaXity of
the resuXts of this anaXysis. It must be assumed that the
machine depreciates fuXXy before it becomes obsoXesoent*
Husain (16, p. 25) suggests:
In order that the forraula for the straight-line
method of computing depreciation indicates both
obsolescence and wear. It could be re-written as
follows:
Purchase price-salvage
Annual depreciation co»t > .
based on obsolescence or
wear, whichever is
shorter
ThB neglect of obsolescence in the depreciation statistics
should be kept in mind.
Taxes, insurance, interest on investment, and housing are
remaining items of fixed cost. All of these have no
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dependence on use. A detailed dlsctisslon of each of these does
not have a place here, but the reader Is refez*red to Fenton
and Fairbanks (10), Hunt (15) or Husain (16) for a thoroiAgh
discussion. All of these items can be very closely estimated
as a constant multiplied by the purchase price of the machine.
Fixed cost percentage. Since the items of annual fixed
cost are constant with use> it is possible to express them
all in a single constant to be multiplied by the purchase
price of the maohlne. This constant, called the 'fixed cost
percentage" has been tabulated by Fenton and Fairbanks (10,
p. 43). They determined the values of the constant for dif
ferent machines by means of an extensive survey of fans
machines in Kansas. Valties determined by Fenton and Fairbanks
will be used here, and they are shorn in Table 13, Appendix C.
The peculiar nature of repair and lubrication costs enable
their placeii^nt in the fixed cost percentage as ifell. David
son and Henderson {7, PP« 291« 393) state:
A study of the cost of repairs indicates that
while there is a relationship between use and the
axmual cost of repairs, the relationship Is not as
definite as might be expected • • .
The percentage method of estimation seems
fully Justified with the mjorlty of fana machines
which are used but a few days each year. Although
the annual cost of repairs varies with use, it is
usually less than the other annual charges*
Thus, on the basis of these observations, lubrication and re
pairs will be Included in the fixed cost percentage* Fenton
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and Fairbanks (10) hava tabiOated repair and lubrication per*
cantages also.
Tractor fixed coat. Most of the machines to be considered
will be tractor drawn and powered. Since the tractor itself
has little utility unless it is operating some machine, the
fixed cost of the tractor should somahow be allocated to the
different machines for lAilch the tractor is used. Just how
such a division Is made is a matter of concemj because the
manner of division will affect the validity of the analysis
and the ease with i^lch solutions may be obtained.
Two possible schemes for dividing tractor fixed cost are
suitable. First, the fixed cost may be divided according to
the aBK)unt of time the tractor spends with each machine. Thus#
Cftl - t*)
where
^f*ti * fi3ced cost of the tractor which is charged to
the i-th machine (dollars)
m number of hours the tractor spends with the
1-th machine (hours)
Ht « total time the tractor is used per year (hours)
krt * fliced cost percentage for the tractor divided
by 100
- price of the tractor (dollars).
The other possible method of expression is to divide the
tractor fixed cost according to the amoimt of work the tractor
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do6S on each Job. Then>
Cftl - -5^ ^5)
where
Ui • energy expenditure of the tiwtor on the 1-th
maohine (hp. hours)
m total eMiw expended by the tractor per year
(hp. hours).
Whether to uae the method of Equation 4 or 5 l-o *
dUeana, aa there la little appropriate experimental evidence
to support either. Dlvlalon according to tlae la more con
ventionally uaed, but the "energy method" of dlvlalon reaulta
in much simpler final equations If certain energy loaaea are
neglected. Con^arlaon of the two methods la further ooo«>U-
cated by the fact that the woric output and houra of uae of
the tractor are not completely Independent. A tractor
accufflulatlng wortc la also accunailatlng tlM In use, although
not neoeBaax*lly at the aaoB rate*
fChe enex^ raethodi Equation 5» WR® used, ^he principal
factor which led to tlila deciaion was the algebraic simpli
fication that resulted, the usefulness of ths resulting
manageable^ although poaslbly inaccurate, system is far
greater than that of any completely accurate but unmanageable
systemi and there is no assurance that tinie division is
ooiiq;)letely accurate.
l«bo£jgoat. The only items of cost left aa^e fuel cost.
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labor costf oil oost* lAbor costj» the easiest to expz^essf
is
Cl - Pl«1
where
P|;^ - price of labor (dollars/hour)
» cost of labor (dollars/year),
IRxls equation Is deceptively single, because the price of
labor Is not easy to determine. Controversies regarding Pj^
will be avoided by saying that the labor cost is capable of
being expressed In terms of an hourly rate.
Fuel and oil cost> Fuel cost Is also quite easily ex*
pressed as
Cg - Qg'gHi (7)
whez*e
Cg " annual fuel cost (dollars/year)
Qg « fuel consa-nptlon (gallons/hour)
?g mprice of fuel (dollars/gallon).
Zt should be noted that this fuel may not actually be oon*»
suaed by the laaohlne Itself« but Instead by the tractor that
powers the loachlne. ^ Is a function of the width of the
machine. It can be reasoned that width will affect Qg by
affecting the power requirement of the machine, n^is will in
turn cause the engine powering the machine to use more or less
fuel.
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leaving aside the question of the nature of the relation**
ship betveen width and power requirement for the moment,
consider the relationship l>etween fuel consumption and power
requirement. Kinplrlcal investigation has shown that the
following relates the two for farm tractors:
Qg - Oo ♦ t®)
i^re
q^ » a constant, the fuel consumption at fast idle
(g^lons/hour)
q « a constant, the sMcific fuel consiamption
(gallons/hp. hour)
Ojj^ » power requirement of m^hine i (hp«)-
This result was obtained tvom the fuel consiisqption and
horsepovfer data of Test £ (variable load test) of the Nebraska
Tractor Tests (20) for a group of randomly selected current
model tractors-^
An additional adjustment to Equation 8 is necessary.
ThB power measured in Test S is belt horsepower, which can be
expected to be higher than drawbar horsepower. Since drawbar
hox*aepower will be of primary in^rtance in the operation of
field machines, a "i^wer transmission efficiency' term should
also be included. Such an efficiency was determined by
dividing the horsepower from Test C of the Nebraska Tests by
''See Tiable 13 and Figure 13» Appendix B.
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the horsepoNer from Tost Ihla ratio gives the power
transmission efficiency when the tractor is being operated at
loaxicaum pomr^ the lowest efficiency would be expected.
For convenience in dealing with oil cost^ a slnqple scheme
has been devised. It has been assured that a tractor uses
oil in proportion to the amount of fuiel it btims. This 1b,
of course> not strictly true, but oil cost is and this
will give a reasonably correct answer. If the ratio of gallons
of oil used per gallon of fuel burned is r, then
Co - ^ 'o Hi (9)
where
Oq m annual oil cost (dollars/^ear)
r - oil consa';:iptlon ratio (n.u,)^
Pq « price of oil (dollara/gallon).
The coiabined fuel and oil cost Is, therefore
Cg + Co - %(qo + qPi)(Pg + vfo) • (10)
Complete cost equation. Tho congplete cost equation for
any tractor powered machlM can be written as
Hi " ®fti + ®fl + Cg + Cq (U)
where
^See Table 14, Appendix B.
^The abreviation n.u. means no units.
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Ci 4 " cost of the i-th inachlne when xieed in the
•' production of the J-th crop (dollars/year)
^ftl " fi^ced cost of the tractor which is ciiarei^ to
the i-th machine (dollars/Vear)
^fi •> fixed cost of the i-th machine (dolXars/Vear)
Cj^ » labor cost (dollars/year)
Cg « fuel cost (dollars/year)
Cq " oil cost (dollars/Vear}.
Combining Equations 3# 6, 8^ and 10« and substitutljng
into Sqiuation 11 gives the ocinplete cost equationi
®ij " ®i^<lo + ♦ *"^0) + ^fi'i
0.♦ U2)
"t
Where
« fixed cost percentage of the i-th machine (n.u.)
" price of the 1-th machine (dollars).
Cost as a function of width
TUm problem now is to re-express Equation 12 in terms of
so that differentiation with respect to may be per-
fosned. Equation 12 contains several variables which are
functions of These are and P^. Ttiese must be
written in terms of Vj|^ .
Field efficiency* Before treating these three variables
specifically» let us first consider a quantity for which fre
quent need will arise. That quantity is field efficiency".
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Ite definition of field efficiency may be written as
vhere
e - field efficiency (n.u.)
« time lost during the performance of the operation
(hours/acre)
h|. - 'useful' tiinej l>e>, the opposite of lost time
(hours/acre) •
Wie useful tliue per aczv« h^, includes all of the time spent
actually performing the operation in the fields e>s.« actually
driving dovn the row. Time is lost in filling seed hoppers»
turning at row ends, travelling to and from the field, and
so on.
Assume ^lat the total time loss is made up of two parts.
One type of loss is proportional to the number of acres
worked( that Is, the loss per acre is a constant. This type
i^proxlmates such itenis as filling seed and fertilizer
hoppers, emptying the grain tank on a combine, and rehitchlng
wagons on a baler or fieJLd chopper. The other type of loss
is inversely proportional to the theoretical capacity of the
machine in acz«es per hour. The time rec|ulred to turn at row
ends tends to be of this second type.
On the basis of these two assumptions it is possible to
warlte a relationship between efficiency and width. By de
finition.
(13)
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hi - + 8/oth
liter*
« oonatant ttae loss per acre (houre/aore)
K o a constant of proportionality (n.u.)
®th " theoretical, capaxjlty of the machine (acrea/^ours).
Subatituting this equation into Equation 13»
^ . (15)
hu ho + K/cth
But the useful time per acre, hy* inuat be the recipx^)cal
of the theoretical capacity, c^. Thus,
e "
1 + hoOth + ^
AX»o, elementary az^thoetic will show that
- ®"l -llio- •
Where
S - speed of operation (miles/hour).
Substituting this into Equation 15 gives
(1-rtt) -tr hoSWi/8.25
or
(16)
(17)
(18)
• (19)
+ bj|W^
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whez^
bjL - !•«
- hoS/8.25 •
Equation 19 la of fundamental importance. It ahows that
the field efficiency la a function of the width of machine
being used, This result will be used frequently.
Hours of use as a function of width. is now very
easily expressible as a function of W^. The total amount of
time which must be spent per acre la
ht « hu + hi (20)
where
h^ " total time per acre (hours/acre).
It waa observed in the preceding section that « V^th*
Therefore,
\ " lAth ♦ ho + Vcth » (21)
or,
ht - . (22)
°th
But the numerator of the fraction on the right hand side of
'e-
this equation la seen, by compariaon with Equation Jr? to be
I/e • Thua
ht - » (23)
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and the total time required per year for this machine i8«
8.25*1
H- . (24)
^ eSVi
where
AjL "" number of "once-over" acres on which machine 1
la used (acre/year) •
Fower requirement as a function of width. Let it be
assumed that the power requirement for the machine is directly
proportional to the width of the machine. That la
Qi - ^jWi (25)
where
•> a constant, the specific power i*equirement of
the machi3M (hp./feet).
This la not strictly so, but will be assumed correct.
This fona has been assumed because reliable data has been
found which is adaptable to this fom. This is data compiled
by Rlchey (22, p. 93)* Because of the form of the data given
by Rlchey it is necessary to assume. In any specific case,
speeds of operation for each machine, and to assume yields
per acre for hay harvesting machinery.^
Price of esachines as a function of width. The prices of
machines have been examined as fimctions of their width by
^See Table 12, Appendix B«
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plotting price versus width for a selection of different makes
and kinds of omohlnes.^
It has been found that all the machines examined have
price functions which are well approximated by the form
Pi - ICoi + kpiWj (26)
where
)<q4 « a constant> the 'price' of a machine of zero
width (dollars)
kpji^ » a constant, the price per unit width (dollars/feet)
n "a constant (n.u.)*
Price of tractors as a fimctlon of rated drawbar horse
power« Equation 26 can also be made to apply to tractors If
a small nx>dlflcatlon la made.^ That ls«
" ^ot ^pt^t (27)
where
^ot " ® constant, the 'price' of a tractor of zero
hoi'sepower (dollars)
k.^ « a constant, the price per horsepower
^ (dollars/hp.)
» rated drawbar horsepower of the tractor, ob*
talned from the Nebraaka Tractor Tests (hp«)«
Final cost equation* The cost equation as a function of
alone can be found now by substitution of Equations 19, 24,
25, and 26 Into Equation 12:
^See Appendix C*
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Cij - ♦M*?)
+ Pj 8.g5A<(bi-ri3aWt)
SWi
+ (Pg-WPo)(<Jo+<ll«QWl)
8.25A^^(bt.»baWj^)
SW<
(28)
Marginal coot
An expreaaion for the max*ginal cost of machina i can be
obtained by differentiating Equation 28 with respect to
Thua^
MCi - dCij/dWi - nkfilCpiM?-^
d*l3W£
+ {Pg-wPoXB.ZSAi/SjC-qob^yAlf + qk(jba) (29)
Re-writing the right hand side of this equation and collecting
teznna of like powers of results in
*-^E££1
6,^1 j
To simplify writing this eqiuation^ it is convenient to
use the following forms
^8.25A^qkQb^(PgfrPp)
8-25Ai r
3 .Vx+ Vi(V^o), (30)
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MCi - (0^*5+^ > a^Wf - a.) (31)
where
(dollars/feet*^)
S dWx
«a
_ 8-'5AtP,b. « .
In the constant there appears the term dCf^j/dUj[«
i^lch Is the derivative of the tractor fixed cost charged to
the 1-th machine with respect to the width of the 1-th machine*
For all machines except the one with the highest power re
quirement, the width does not determine the amount of tractor
fixed cost charsed to that machine. This can be seen by
examining the expression for Equation 5»
^^1
^fti " "uT"
The quantities Ut# and icf^ ax« all constants with respect
to the width of maohine being considered. However, the price
of the tractor will be determined by the power requirement
of the largest machine. It Is reasonable to aasurae that the
tractor rated drawbar horsepower matches the power requirement
of the largest machine. Thus, for the largest machine.
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'fti " y. ^t)
H^ +^%) 132)
where
vi •• width of the machine with the hisheet power
requirement (feet).
Hence 9
ICfti) " ^ft^pt^ • ^33)
Bquatlona 31 and 33 now give an expresaion for marginal
cost aa a function of and a number of conatants*
Marginal Product Equations
The second item necessary to this analysis is an eq^tion
relating the sise of a maohine and the total product vdilch
will result from the use of that machine* Such a relation
ship muat exist because in some fashion determines the time
when the 1-th operation niay be perfonoed on each iinit of the
crop. This time, in turn, determines what yield will be ob
tained from that unit of the crop. The procedure to obtain
an exact equation for this concept will follow these lines:
The revenue from crop J can be written as
Rj - PjyjAj (3*)
3*
Rj rovenue from J-th crop (dollars/Voar)
Pj - unit price for the J-th crop (dollars/Unit)
yj • rate of production of crop J (unit/acre)
Aj • number of acres of J grown annually (acrea/year).
It can be seen from Equation 3^ that yj Is the quantity which
will most likely be a function of The nature of that
dependence can be represented in functional notation as
yj • flw^j ii'a*• • •••Wjf) • (35)
The subscript k Is used to denote that all n machines may not
be used in the production of crop J, There will also be a
relationship between the time of performance of operations
l...i...k and the yield of crop J:
yj " glti,...ti,...tic) (36)
idiere
M times i^n operations l*.«k are performed
(days).
There is also some relationship between the width of
the machines and the times tj^j.,.t^. Thus*
t^ - h(Wi,...Wi,.,.Wn) . (37)
This is the most gezieral form for this relationship. It
Includes possible conflicts in time that may occur in the
use of machines. It says for instance« that the size
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cultivator on ft farm may hava soma influanea on tha tlma trtian
tha haying la dona, evan though tha cultivator la not usad for
hay production. Such ccmfllcts are not considered from hare
on, although they may be of aoma Importance,
If nufflarlcal equations can be derived for Equations 36
and 37> thaae can be combined to form Equation which can
then be substituted Into Equation 3^* The result will be the
revenue from crop J as a function of the width of machine 1*
Timeliness functions
Bquatlon 36 has baan called a "tlniellness function" be*
cause It denotes the effect of tlxoellness on tha yield of a
crop* A typical timeliness function will have a graph such
as that shown in Figure 1. At any specified time the yield
obtainable by performing operation 1 Is given by yj(ti). It
Is assumed In this gr^h that timeliness for all other opera
tions Is held constant. Hereafter in this analysisj tha
timeliness effects of only one operation at a time will be
considered.
Perfoiroance functions
Equation 37 has been named a "performance function".
Once again the restriction will be made that only one machine
will be considered at a time.
A convenient way to represent the performance function
graphically Is as shown In Figure 2. This graph shows the
Figure 1.
Figure 2
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tllt-t-dt
TIME t (DAYS)
Timeliness function
t + dt
TIME t (DAYS)
Performance function
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number of acres cc^^Xeted versus time. Una slope of the graph
Is proportional to the width machine used.
It will be assumed here that the rate at which a machine
performs a Job is uniform} that is, the effective field
capacity is a const£uit.
If the operation is started at some time then the
equation of the performance function is
a - eHoOthlt - to) (38)
Where
a - area completed (acres)
Hg « number of hours in woiricing day (hours/day)
ec^ " effective field capacity (acres/hour)
t • time (days)
to « time when operation is begun (days).
Yield equation
From Figure 2, the number of acres conqpleted during an
interval of time dt is
H-tdt - H • ®HoOth^* • (39)
If the average yield of the crop during dt is y(t), total
amount of crop obtained by performance of operation i during
dt is,
dYj - Hoecthy(t) dt (40)
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where
Yj mtotal amount of crop (unite)*
mei^fore the total amount of crop obtained frc»& the entire
Aj annual acres Is
y(t) dt . (*1)Yj « Hoectjh
J'to
where
m time when the entire operation Is completed (days)*
For convenience, suppose that t^, the tlrae the operation
la atartedj Is zero^ Then t^ Is merely the time required to
complete the operatic^. Modifying Equation 2k slightly, one
finds
8.25Aj(bii^)aWl)
m V ,
HoSWl
The effective field capacity, ec^, has already been
written as a function of Wj, in Equations 16 and 19* Thus,
HqSW^
Hoecth — . (^3)
8.25(bi-rt>aWi)
For siapllclty of notation. It is expedient to eatress
H0ecth in tenna of t^t
Hoecth - Aj/t, , (44)
and the final yield equati<»i is
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t
X
Yj - AjAj^ / y(t) dt . (45)
Jo
VaJLvm of naupginal production equation
The eq[uation for revenue is
• ^34)
Combining this with Equation
j
y(t) dt • (^)
0
Pifferentiation of this equaticm with respect to will
give an e(iuati<»i for value of marginal product. It is knom
from the principles of calculus that
f(x) dx - f(b), if f(b) exists*
db
It is also known from elementary ealculus that
dRj/dWi « (dRj/dtj^)(dtydWj^) .
Therefore,
^ y(t) dt * y(tt) .(47)
0
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Hanoa,
dRj/dWj^ •
• S.ggAjb^
HoSWf
+~^y(tj . (48)
This la the equation for value of nuuiglnal product, VMP^j.
Graphical Interpretation of Results
A look at the graphical Interpretation of the ptwloualy
derived equations laay give some additional Insight Into their
meaxilng.
Cost equation
The cost equation. Equation 28, la represented graphi
cally In Figure 3- Each of the four iteins in iSquatlon 26 Is
shorn separately, and then these have been added graphically
to give the total annual coat curve* Tractor fixed cost is
a constant with respect to wldthj machine fixed cost is an
increasing function depending on the nature of the machine
price function! labor cost is a rectangular hypertoolaj and
fuel and oU cost Increase linearly with width, Tlie fact
that the machine fixed cost, fuel, and oil coat Increasej
and labor cost decreases causes the total cost curve to have
a ffllnlmum*
y(t} dt
fee
TOTAL ANNUAL COST
MACHINE FIXED
COST (C.j)
FUEL AND OIL
RACTOR FIXED
COST (Cfti)
LABOR (C, )
yi/IDTH OF IMPLEMENT W (FEET)
Figure 3- Cost equation structure
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Profit eouatlon
Xomr half of Figure 4 ehowa the coat fuxwtion plotted
with the revenue and profit functions. The total cost curve
on this graph differs fran that in Figure 3 in the inclusion
of all other costs^ besides machine costs^ that are necessary
to px*oduce the crop. The shape of the cost ouz^s is the
same in both Figure 3 And Figure 4.
The revenue curve might be expected to start from zero
for aero width, and then approach some positive ordinate
asymptotically as V is increased. For zero wi'ith grain drill,
for instance, no crop will be planted, so no revenue will re
sult. As the drill is made larger and larger, moi^ revenue
will result, but the mazginal z^tums for increased size will
become smaller as Wbecomes larger. Eventually a point might
be reached where the size of a machine actually becomes a
hinderance to production, so the revenue might coim back down
again. This is far beyond anything that may be enoountexM
in a practical situation, however, and will be neglected.
Profit is obtained in Figure 4 by subtracting total cost
from revenue graphically. The resulting profit curve is a
dlstoz'ted mirror image of tlie coat curve, it is a mirror
Iffl^e because cost enters n^atively into profit, and it is
distorted because the revenue increases with width, rather
than remaining constant. Because revenue increases with V
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the maximum profit width will alwaya ba greater than the
mlnlnoam cost wld^.
Maximum profit occurs at that width at which the alope
of the revenue curve eauals the alope of the cost curve.
This can be seen more readily in the upper half of Figure 4.
^iilB graph shows the value of marginal product (VMFj^j), the
marginal cost (MCj^), and the raai^lnal profit {dirj/dWj^). These
<iuantltles also happen to be the slopes of the revenue^ coat,
and profit equations respectively, three slopes are re*
lated according to Equation Z, lAilch aaya
alope of profit curve » slope of revenue curve
- slope of cost cux^ • (2a}
Hethod for Selecting Machines
A method for selecting machinery for a farm arises out
of the previous analysis. It might be well to clarify the
procedure to be followed by enumerating each step. Ihe method
can be broken down into two general steps t (a) gathering the
appx*oprlate data# and (b) performing the calculations. The
exact steps arei
1. Obtain specifications of the farm. The two items
which must be known are the annual acreages of each crop
grown on the famii and the inachlnery uae practices to be
followed. These can be combined to determine the annual
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"onee-over" acreages on which each machine la to be uaed,
5. Obtain machine data. This Includes price functions
for all machines, and for the tractor; as well as specific
horsepower requirements (horsepower per foot of width) and
fuel consumption data for the tractor.
3* Detemlne the minimum cost widths by setting the
marginal cost (Equation 31) oqual to zero. Minimum cost and
maximum profit widths coincide for all machines except tikose
for which timeliness data Is available. Therefore, the mini*
mm coat widths will be selected for all machines except those
for v^ch timeliness Is included. Ttie calculations for
adnlmisn cost are usually simple, so It Is an easy matter to
calculate the minimum cost width for all machines. Then the
width for minimum cost can be used as a check iriien the maxi
mum profit widths are determined. The maximum profit widths
should always be greater than the minimum cost widths*
4. Obtain timeliness data for each machine for which
applicable. For any machine for which timeliness of opera
tion is ixqportant enough to be included, a timeliness function
should be found. In exact terms timeliness functions an
limited geographically, so finding functions may be difficult.
5* Determine the maximum profit widths by setting the
value of marginal product (EquatlOT 48) equal to marginal
cost (Squuition 31).
6. Adjust the widths calculated in steps 3 and 3 to the
nearest feasible size. In general the choice of the next
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lazser width is best because the profit curve decreases for
m W that is too large less rapidly than it does for a W that
Is too small.
7. Determine the horsepower re<iuireznent of each machine*
fOie largest machine can then be assumed to require the same
power as the rated power of the tractor, so the dexdvatlve
of tsnustor fixed cost with respect to width is not zero for
this machine. This changes the constant ai^ for this machine#
thereby ehanging the marginal cost. Step 3 or 5 sust now be
repeated for the largest machine with the corrected o,
included.
This set of seven steps can be taken as a guide in cal
culation. Exact adherence to these steps may not be possible,
because no doubt specific farms will present difficulties if
this is attempted.
APPLICATIOU
It should be helpful at this point to denionBt2?ate the
actual selection of machines for a Tam. A by-product of
such an application is that nuinerlcal values nay be substi*
tuted Into soxoe of the eQuatlonSy thereby demonstrating the
dependence of minimum cost and profit width on the
pazvoeters in the equations. This should be of great value
In understanding the results.
Selection of Machinery for the Crawford
County Test Farm
general description
Bie Crawford County Test Farm, located near Denison,
Iowa has been chosen for the example application. It Is well
documented, and the relevant data are available. Although
there are some specific problems on this farm, conditioxis are
fairly typical of an Iowa "corn-belt' farm. Also, the farm
is realistic enough to make possible a heuristic check on the
results obtained.
The Test Farm was purchased by the Iowa State College
Agricultural Foundation in March, 1956, for the purpose of
testing the spplioatlon of college research results, and fop
gaining insight into the practical probleins which am
encountered by farners today. Vhen purchased, the farm was
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in a run-down condition, but since then better management haa
in^roved the state of the fam. For exan$>le, all of the land
in rotation has now been level terraced, and the fertility
level of the soil has been increased by suitable rotations
and fertiliser applications.
The farra consists of 237 acres of hilly land, of which
187 are tillable, and it is typical of the region around
Denison. No tillable field on the farm has a maxlzimm slope
of lesa than seven percent, and slopes of 14 to 18 percent
are common. She three crops grown are com, oats, and hay,
which are then fed to hoga and feeder cattle. ^Ehe rotation
ist from one to three years of com, oats, and one to three
years of hay, deperoSing on the slope of the field. Table 1
gives the acreages of all crops to be grown for the ten year
period 1956-1965.
Minifltuci cost machinery
Machinery use practices. Ihe first step in machine
selection is the determination of the annual onoe«over aore«
ages for which each machine is to be used. Ihe 10 year aver«
agea coiaputed in Table 1 give the acreage of each crop that
will be used to find machine once-over acreage. The approxi-
niate machinery use practices are shown in Table 2.
From Tables 1 and 2 the once-over acreages can be
detertnined. For instance the hay rake is used (a) to rake
T^le I. Acreage of each crop on land In rotation on the
Crawford County Test Farm^
Year Oata fteadow
1956 32 53 0 70 32
1957 32 32 32 21 70
1958 37 22 32 42 63
1959 33 37 22 32 63
i960 85 5 0 87 10
1961 10 65 0 5 87
1962 22 0 64 31 70
1963 65 22 0 64 36
I96h 5 37 22 28 95
1965 95 5 0 59 26
Averages 41.6 29.8 17.2 >*3.9 54.5
®Io*a State College (17).
• first year comj C^ » aecond year comi C. « third
year com*
atraw preparatory to baling, and (b) to rake the hay, of which
there are three cuttings annually. Therefore the euinual
acreage for the rake Is (3 x + 43-9 - 207.4 acres. The
result of alinilar reasoning for the rest of the oachinee is
shown in Table 3*
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Table 3* Average nuc^r of acres on which each machine la
used annually on Crawford County Test Farm
Machine Cx Ca c. 0 M Total
Plow 41.6 *1.6
Tandem disk 83.2 29.8 17.2 87.8 218.0
Lister-plant U.6 29.8 17.2 88.6
Drill '»3.9 *3.9
Cultivator 83.2 59.7 ZHA 177.3
Sp.t.harrow 41.6 29.8 17.2 88.6
Mower 163.5 163.5
Ralce *3.9 163.5 207.*
Baler *3.9 163.5 207.*
Ccmi^lne *3.9 *3.9
JPlcker 41.6 29.8 17.2 88.6
l^hlne data* The machine data which are necessary In*
elude two parts. Plrst^ theiw are the price functions of the
machlxies, and second^ the fuel consuaiptlon data and other
miscellaneous Items that pertain to the machines.
!rhe price functions have been stochastically determined
from price lists furnished by manufacturers.
Price functions for some machines are somewhat elusive*
Mowsrsj for examplef come In a very amyin raxige of widths^
n»kln3 ficod regression between price and width Ixqposslble.
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Bicreforo, an average width and average price was determined,
end the average price per foot of width was found by dividing
(»ie by the other, Sinilar difficultiesj, to a greater or
Xeseer deg]?ee were encountered with rakes and with com
pickers and similar row-crop raachinea.
Only one price function was best suited to a non-linear
form. !£hat was the function for combines. Actually* a high
coefficient of correlation was obtained with a linear price
function, but the function had a very large negative inter
cept. This was towA to be unusable* It does not seem
likely that ooiiift>ine prices follow a fozra with large nsgative
values. l!herefore, en arbitrary function of the form
p B was used. It was found that this form also fit the
data well. 1?he combine also has a discontinuous price
runction, necessitated by the break between pull-type and
self-pz^pelled machines at about 10 feet of width. This does
not matter in the case of the Crawford County Test Farm,
however.
Baler price functi<ma also caused sosie difficulty. Thsre
was no paraiaeter of Bii» found idiieh was well correlated witiii
price. Therefore, balers of about 5 totm per hour's capacity
were averaged in price, and the effective width for this
capacity was detezmined, assuming a yield of one tor per
acre, and a speed of three miles per hour. It is possible
that some method of treating the speed as well as width of a
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baler as a variable would give more eatlsractory reaulta.
Oraphloal repreeentatlon of the price functlona la given
In AppmMx C, and a aucoEoary of the price functlona to be uaed
In thla application la given In the tenth eoluim of Table 5.
The other data pertaining to fuel conauxaptlon, apeclflc
horsepower requlre^a^t of maohlnea, fuel price > and so on,
are given In Table Soiob of these data have been assumed
at reasonable vatlues.
Minlnaun cost widths* Wie minimum cost widths for this
farm can be foxand by setting the marginal cost of each machine
e^ual to Bero« The loarglnal coat is given In Bq^atlon 31*
repeated here for references
MCi - ♦ ajtf - a,) (31)
Where
Oi -
a. - 8.25Ai<»kob,(Pg«.?o) +
a, - -i- Q.25hjb^ +qot'g-w'o)
Tables k and 3 give the constants necessary to calculate
and ml their tabulated calciilatlon la shown In
Tables 21, 22, and 23*
Once the a's have been found. It Is necessary to solve
tbe equation MCi "0. If Uie price function Is linear, the
5^
Tablft 4. Assumed oonatants for Crawford County Xeat Farm
C(»istant Description Assumed value
Price of gasoline 0-20 dollai^/sal.
Price of oil 1,00 dollars/gal.
Price of labor 1.00 dollars/hr*
^oats Prloe of oats 0.67 dollars/bui
^com Price of com 1*10 dollars/lm.
Speciflo fuel cons. .07454 gal«/d1;^.hr.'^
Fast Idle fuel cons. .9270 gal*/hr.
H, Hours In wozHclns day 8.0 hr./day
^Not assixioed. See Appendix B,
constant n Is e^fual to 1« and a very simple equation resultst
(«! + a#)*! ^ a» " ® '
or,
*1 "• "*<*«) •
m the ease of this partlctUar fann. Equation 49 applies to
all machines except the ot^lne, for imich the equation
+ a,Wf - o, - 0
must be solved. Table 6 shows t3ie resulting mlnlisum cost
widths*
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Wble 6. Minimum cost widths for msohinss on Cxwtfford
County Test Pans
Machine
Plow
Tandem disk
Grain drill
Lister-planter
Spike'toothed harrow
Cultivator
Mower
Raka
Combine
Baler
Com picker
Hlnlnum cost width
(ft.)
2.503
12.70
6.370
6.74
19.28
11.^1
9.176
7.675
S.Oifr*
6.029
7.3B9
^Minlimin coat equation was solved by trial and exror.
See Wble 24, Appendix S, for solutlcm*
Maximum profit aaehlnery
Tliaelinees functions* To obtain any tlmellmss data at
alii it waa found necessary to use data that was not strictly
applicable geographically. The four operations for which
timeliness functions have been found ax^ oats planting, com
planting, oats harvesting, and com harvesting. All of these
are for Ames, Iowa, i^ileh la about 100 miles diatant from
Penison. ^lere la thua a discrepancy in the location of
timeliness data and the location of the farm. The timeliness
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Table 7- Timeliness functions used for Crawford County
Test Farm
Kumber
of years
on v^ioh
Operation ^0 based Timeliness fimction
Planting
oats
April 16 3 y - - 0.4967 ®
Planting
com
May 17 6 y - *0 - 0.530'^ t
Harvestli^
oats
July 23 1 y - yo - 0.737^ - 0.711't t
Harvesting
com
October 10 1 y - yo(.«)*5-5.7xlO"*t'^'"*)
^ • net yield (bu./acre)
» taaxXsmm gix>ss yield obtalni^le with perfect
tiolng (bu,/acre)
t •" tiioe after t^ (days).
functlcms used are shown in Table 7, and the original data
Is given in Appendix F*
Another shortcoming of the tlaiellness ftinctlona Is that
they may not Include all of the effects of a delsy in timlj:^.
'Si» com harvesting function^ for instsnce^ includes the
prc^ability that lowering of the TOlsture contimt of com may
increase the field losses during harvest due to the ineffi
ciency of com pickez^ when handling dry com, but It does
not Include the probability that harvesting may becoine delayed
until larger losses occur because of adverse weather* Similar
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crltloiam applies to ttw oats harvesting function, in particu
lar.
Maximum profit widths* Machine width for maximum profit
is found by setting the marginal eost equal to the value of
marginal product. The marginal eost is given by Equation 31«
and value of marginal product by Equation 43. The solutions
for maximum profit are not tabulated because the slightly
different forms of price functions and timeliness functions
for different machines make each calculation unique. However,
in Appendix E one of the more difficult solutions, the grain
drill, is shown to indicate the general procedure followed*
It is assuiaed in finding the maximum profit width that the
operation begins at time to, or the day tAien the yield starts
to decrease. It woiad be hoped that generally better condi
tions than this would prevail, but starting at this time or
earlier should always be possible.
Ihe maximum profit widths are tabulated in Table 8.
Table 8. Maximum profit widths for Crawford County Ttst Para
Maximum pz*ofit width
Machine (ft.)
araln drill 7.25
Lister-planter 12.6
Combine 3,04
Com picker 9.69
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Tractor size
For those machines for which timeliness functions are not
available« or do not apply, the minimum cost width coincides
with the maximum profit width. Therefore, either the maximum
profit or minimum cost width will be selected, depending on
whether timeliness data is applicable. Hereafter, the se
lected size will be referred to as the 'optimum size". Table
9 shows the optimuffl sizes of machines and the power require
ment of each*
Table 9* Optimum widths and power requirements
Machine
Width
Ift.) (hp./ft.)
Fewer
nquireiMnt
Up.)
Plow
Tandem disk
2,50
12.70
5.712
0.960
14.30
12.19
Grain drill
Lister-planter
7.25
12.60
0.440
1.314
3.19
16.80
Spike-tooth harrow
Cultivator
19.28
11.41
0.333
0.800
6.42
9.13
Mower
Rake
9.18
7.68
0.640
0.333
5.87
2.56
Combine
Baler
3.04
6.03
3.000
1.428
9.12
8.609
Com picker 9.69 2.144 20.77
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Tractor slza la (tetenninadi by tha machine with the largest
power requirement« which happens to be the com picker. Accord'
Ing to assumptions made previously> the constant a, for this
machine should contain the derivative of the tractor fixed
cost with respect to the width of the picker. This calcula
tion results In a width of 3.373 feet and a power requirement
of 17-96 horsepower for the com picker.
The tractor# therefore, should have a minimum of 17*96
horsepower*
Adjustment of sizes
Ihe solutions to the minimum cost and maximum profit
equations are not realistic because they are not "modular"
sizes} that ls« they contain sizes in between those which are
practical. Itie minimum cost and maximum profit sizes were
adjusted to more realistic sizes. Although the adjusted
widths ml^ht not be currently available« they are possible.
In general the next size larger than the minimum cost or maxi
mum profit slse has been choaen* The reason for this is that
the profit curve decreases much less rapidly as V Is increased
beyond the maximum profit point then the curve does for a W
that is too small. Table 10 shows how the adjustment was
performed.
The horsepower requiren^nts must be recalculated when
the sizes are adjusted because the tractor horsepower must
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Table 10. Adjustment of optimum widths to modular sizes
Machine
Optiooun
width (ft,)
Adjusted
size
Power
require
ment
Plow 2.503 2x16 15.25
Tandem disk 12.70 12 ft. 11.52
Grain drill 7.25 13*7 3.335
Xiister-planter 12.8 3 row 13.79
Spike-tooth harrow 19.28 20 ft. 6.66
Cultivator 11.41 3 row 8.40
Hover 9.18 7 ft. 4.48
Rake 7-68 7 ft. 2.33
Combine 3.04 6 ft. 8.00
Baler 6.029 7 ft. 9.99
Com picker 9.69 3 row 22.51
Tractors minimum drawbar horsepower 22*51
match whatever machine is largest in the adjusted system of
machines.
Ihe adjusted widths listed in Table 10 are the final
recommendation for the Crawford County Test Farm.
Dependence of Optimum Lister-Planter
Width on Paz*ameters
It has thus far been assumed that the width W has been
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the only Independent varlftble In the laarginaX coat and value
of marginal product equations. HoMverf many of the constants
in the equations are subject to change different fams,
fainn practices, and machinery systems are considered. It is
of interest, therefore, to determine the nature of the depend*
ence of the minimum cost and maxlmiim profit widths on these
parameters.
One particular machine was chosen for an exaii9>le, and
the equations for this machine were analyzed. The machine
chosen was the lister-planter* This machine had a timeliness
function associated with it, so that maximum profit and mini-
mum cost widths could be compared. Also, the equations relat
ing to the lister-planter are simple so that lengthy
calculations were not necessary.
Revenue, cost, arKl profit functions
Before considering specific parameters, the revenue,
cost, and profit functions were plotted for the lister-planter*
The absolute values of the ordinates of the revenue and profit
functions have little meaning in this graph. 'Rie revenue
function. Equation 46, gives the total revenue from the com
crop minus that loss which is due to lister untlmellness,
and the cost function gives only the cost of the lister.
There are other losses associated with the pi»oductlon of the
com, and there are other costs besides those of the
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llfit«r-'plant«r. Therefore > the profit function Is not com*
plete* However, when the only variable la the lister-planter
widths the shapes of the revenue> profit, and cost ciurves Is
fixed; only the relative positions of these curves change.
Figure 5 shows a plot of revenue, cost, and profit for
the lister-planter. For convenience In plotting, an arbltraxy
"coat" of 7#000 dollax« waa subtracted from the revenue
function. This waa dona to bring the three curves within a
convenient range for plotting* The 7*000 dollars may be
interpreted as costs for other inputs for com production be
sides the lister-planter. Inspection of Figure 3 will show
that the differences between ordinates on the same curve are
small. This Is because planting com la an inexpensive opera
tion relative to the entire cost of com production, and even
gross errors in the size of the lister-planter will not result
in large losses.
Figure 6 shows the marginal cost and value of marginal
product for the lister-planter. These have been plotted from
Equations 3i and ^6. The point of Intersection of these two
curves is at 12*8 feet, the maximum profit point. Figure 6
Is analagous to the marginal cuznres sketched in Figure 4.
Investigation of parametric dependence
The parameters in the VMP and MC equations for the lister-
planter that were chosen for investigation are those which
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Figure 6. Marginal cost and value of marginal
product for lister-planter used on the
Crawford County Test Farm
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might be con8l<tered moat likely to change. Specifically they
ares the price of labor the speed of operation S, the
annual use the field efficiency e, and the fixed cost
percentage
Figures 7 through 11 Illustrate the dependence of both
minimum cost axKl maximum profit widths upon these parameters.
In each graph all constants except the <me under Investigation
were held at their previously assumed values. Field effi
ciency has been plotted Indirectly by plotting width vezvus
for various values of b^.
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PROFIT
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Figure ?• Relationship between the price of labor
and the optimum working width of the
lister-planter used on the Crawford
County Test Farm
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Figure 8. Relationship between the speed of opera
tion and the optimum working width of the
lister-planter used on the Crawford
County Test Farm
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Figure 9. Relationship between the annual use and
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planter used on the Crawford Coiinty
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Figure 11. Relationship between the fixed cost
percentage and the optimum working width
of the lister-planter used on the Crawford
County Test Farm
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DISCUSSION
Results of Application
A set of optimum sizes for all the field machines on the
Crawford County Test Fana has now been found. It is of
interest to ooiapare these with the sixes actually in use on
the fara* Sueh a co]i9>arison cannot give verification of the
theory f but does permit observations about the validity of
the theory and some of its consequences. Table 11 shows this
comparison •
Table 11. Con^^arison of optimum sizes with sizes in actual
use on the Crawford County Test Faro
Optimum Size .
Machine sise^ in use
Plow 2-16 3-14
Tandem disk harrow 12 ft. 10 ft.
Grain drill 13 X 7 17 X 7
I«i8ter-planter 3 row 2 row
Spike tooth harrow 20 ft.
Cultivator 3 row 2 row
Mower 7 ft. 7 ft.
Rake 7 ft. 7 ft.
Combine 6 ft. naxm
Baler 7 ft. none
Com picker 3 row 2 row
Tiwtor 22.4 dbhD. 35.5 dbht).
^From third column of Table 10.
^lowa State College (17) •
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Three row e<|ulpnient is the optimum size for all row crop
operations, whereas two row equipment is now in use. There
was some eoiQpromise necessary to obtain optimum widths that
were the sazne for lister-pXanter> cultivator^ and com
picKari the cixltivator size was adjusted downward to avoid
difficulties in operation that would result if^ say# a three
row planter and four row cultivator were chosen. Discussion
with a nester of the Crawford County Test Farm Committee indi*
cates that the ccssmittee would prefer to have larser row crop
e<|ulpment| not three row, v^ch cannot cuzrontly be purchased,
but four row. TM.6 ambition is hindered, however, by the
difficiilty of operating four row equipment on the steep slopes
on the farm.
The optimum plow and grain drill widths are both smaller
than those in use. In the case of the plow, the 33.5 horse
power tractor In use matches the wider 3-1^ plow more closely
than it would a 2-16 plow. 1!he optimum grain drill width is
not coQpletely realistic because the drill on the fans is
actually used also as a fex*tlliKer spreader. This increases
the use of the drill, and thus makes the optimum size larger.
Sxperimental Basis of Theory
It can be seen from Table 11 that there is a fairly close
oorzQspondence between the recommended optioaim sizes and
those irt^h are actually In use. Such c^nparisons as these
7^^
may leave one tjueBtloning the theory which lies behind the
method of selection of optimum widths. As pointed out above,
application to this one farm does not prove or disprove the
theory becsuise it is not known v^ther this farm operates at
maxizaum profit.
Xtere IM, hamvev, some basis in experimental fact for
this method of seleoti(») of machines. The method is baaed <m
a ocrabination of eiqperimental data, and althoi^ aoiae of the
data may be weak, it is the coiriblnatlon of facts that oust be
proved valid* The two kinds of data upon which the theory is
based are the cost data of farm machinery and timeliness data.
The allocation of costs as defined by Fenton and Fairbanks
(10) and other authors Is based on empirical methods* While
the construction of the cost allocation is probably based on
intuition, the results have been shown to conform to fact in
many eircumstanoM. 1%ere are, though^ characteristics of
cost all'^ation that greatly reduce its reality. No account
is taken of the possible obsolescence of machinery before its
useful life is ended} the cost of labor Is based on an hourly
wage rate which may have little or no meaning} allocation
of tractor fixed cost Is completely arbitrary} and so on.
Some of the difficulties with timeliness will be discussed
later under a separate heading.
An experimental verification of the theory of combining
cost and timeliness data might consist of a survey of a
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large nicnlaer ot farms, which siarvey would in acne miy relate
the Dwhlnery aystem on each fara to the net Ineoine on that
farro. There would be difficulty In Isolating the appropriate
variables, and the survey would be very expensive. However,
it would be the only way to obtain direct proof of the theory.
Whether the additional knowledge gained in a siurvey of this
type iKAild Justify the outlay of necessary money is question
able. It is poasible that there may be some indirect way
of vexdfying the theory, and if there is it should be
sought.
Timeliness
The concept of a timeliness function in its most general
form as presented in this analysis should prove completely
adequate to describe the economic effects of timeliness* How
ever, the timeliness functions applied to the Crawford County
Test Farm leave much to be desired.
Those ehosen were derived in the most direct way possibles
by going out to the field and measuring the losses nAiich
occur. Sven though the possibility is great that the functions
so detexTOined may be in error, the errors in any other less
direct method will likely be larger. In direct measuremsnt
of timeliness losses the experiment must be repeated for many
years to allow for the variability of weather conditions.
The losses should also be investigated over a wide range of
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tiineXlness so that extrapolation beyond the ran^ of experi
ment will not be neceasary. Neither of these conditions was
very well fulfilled in the case of the timeliness functions
used. Table 7 which gives the timeliness functions« also
gives the number of years* data an which they are based. Only
In tha case of the com planting function was a period of aa
long as six years used.
As an example of the errors that may occiu*# Figure 12
shows a cozqparlson of the com planting data used for the
timeliness function with that of two other sources that were
encountered in a search for com planting data. It is seen
in this figure that the data of Rubls (23) and Dungan (8)
differ from that used. In the case of Dungan's data the
difference may be geographical» but Rubls* data Is different
mainly because of weather conditions.
It Is possible to apply aoiii» kind of correction factor
to allow for the probability of different weather, and in a
refined analysis this would be necessary. A concept similar
to the "recurrence interval' of runoff used by hydraulic
engixwers would be useful. With this concept, each machine
would be chosen on the basis of timellneas effects which
would probably recur in a specified number of years. However,
weather data as detailed as such a recurrence interval would
require have only very recently become available, ami are
still available only for selected areas.
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Figure 12. Comparison of com planting timeliness data
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Hay harvesting poses another problem in timeliness •
Weather records listed by Elvens (3) Indicate that the prob
ability of rain on hay that Is oxirlng in the field can be
determined, but the question of how to use this probability
in selection of laachlnes is by no means solved. The effect
of rainfall probability in the analysis is to decrease the
valiie of the hay by a o^utsnt nuniber not dependent on the
width machine used to harvest the hay. Yet, intuitively one
thinks that timeliness is important in haxnrestlng hay. An
important effect of timeliness in haying is probably in rela
tion to conflicts of the machine operator's time with other
operations. The timeliness of haying Is dependent on the sizes
of other machines on the farm besides those used for hay har
vesting; for exan^le, the size cultivator may influence the
time available for haying.
Justification of Ownership
The optimum sizea of baler and combine, seven and six
feet respectively, are a startling comparison to the absence
of these niachines on the farm« Apparently it has been de
cided that ownership of these machines is not Justified, and
that custom baling and combining are more desirable. The
sizes shown in Table 11 do not contx^ict this decisicHi.
Table 11 shows only the sisea that should be bought if these
maehinea an to be owned. There is no way in the method of
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selection of optlnnam width to detei^mine if machine oimership
is Justified.
As indicated in the Review of Literature« sorae writers
siiggest that a machine should not be purchased unless the total
cost to own and operate the machine is less than the cost to
have a custom operator do the Job. This criterion is not
coscqplete# but should include some accounting of the tiiae*
liness losses which occur during evmtom operation and some
estimate of satisfaction gained by owning the machine. A more
complete method is needed.
Factors Not Included in l^ory
The power rating of the optimum tractor and the tractor
in use is also en interesting cc»nparison. The 33.3 drawbar
horsexKmer tractor in use is quite different from the 22,3
horsepower tractor reoc»miended. There are two possible
reasons for thls« in addition to errors of judgment by the
committee and errors in the method of derivation of optimum
slxe. One is the steexmess of the slopes to be found on the
farm. All of the farming is on the contour, but even so some
additional horsepower msy be re<iulred from the slopes. The
other reason Is that a reserve in drawbar horsepower and draw-*
bar pull may be desirable. These factors are not Included in
the analysis.
do
There are many other Taotore are not inoXuded.
Zhey may be divided, generally# into two groupa. The first
group includes the "micro*lrregularitieB" that have been neg-
leetedf sueh as non-uniform speed, yield, acreage, weather,
and so on, 2he non-uniformitlea can be important, but their
excluaion imposes only minor restrictions on the generality
of the analysis. Those faniillar with analysis as used in
physics and engineering will agree that no matter how refir^d
an analytical treatment may be there are always items of this
type. Only experience in the application of any particular
analysis will indicate which factors are excluded that are
of importance, and which are included that are negligible*
the inclusion of mlcro-in^egularities usually makes the
mathematics more complicated, but is often possible.
Of considerably more importance is ths second groi^ of
excluded factors» which are less susceptible to mathematical
analysis. These factors have been left out because there was
no adequate method for describing them. They might be termed
"subjective" factors, meaning that they somehow Involve the
value system of each farmer. Included in this group are em*
suaer satisfacticm, and reaction to risk and uncertainty.
The satisfaction of a farmer buying fam machinez*y la
important, because it affects decisions relative to the pur-
chase of practically every machine. With respect to machine
size, it is often true that small, farm machines are less
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convenient to operate and adjust than large ones, so that a
fanoer may tend to buy machines too large for profit.
It is« of coux*8e« every farmer's prerogative to evaluate hlff
satisfaction as he pleases( but even loore than that, it is
still good manageioent for him to buy other than for
profit if he icnotm that he is doing so and is willing to
accept the consequences. He must decide whether the addi
tional satisfaction gained by owning his choice of machine is
worth the additional sacrifices that may be necessary in some
other area. It is interesting to note, with respect to this
point j that the shapes of the profit curves as shown in
Figures k and 5 indicate that oversized machinery may actually
result in less loss than undersized machinery*
The individual fanner*s reaction to risk and uncertainty,
like his evaluation of his satisfaction, is subjective. It is
true that the risks of farm prodtiction and the uncertainties
of future conditions can be calculated with reasonable
accunoy* Hoitever, diffex^nt reactions to the same risks are
forthc<teiing, depending on each farmer's goals.
It is natural at this point to Question whether any sub
jective factors have been included in the analysis. The
answer is that there are certain items which can be subjective,
such as the price of labor, for exaBq;>le. m the case of the
Crawford County Test Fara, a labor price of one dollar per
hour was chosen. This price represents an appTOximate
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replaoenMnt cost for the farmer's labor, but the opportunity
cost of the labor elsei^re or some cost scheme relate to
leisure time could have been used with equal propriety. Just
how a fanner evaluates his labor Is highly subjective and la,
therefore, a weak link In the logic of the analysis. Similar
criticism also applies to the price functions because certain
individuals may be prejudiced against certain lines of
machinery, thereby changing their price fxmctlons for some
machines.
Inclusion of subjective factors In the analysis almost
always results In an error. The error lies in the extreme
difficulty of obtaining ex^plrlcal description of them. There
has been little success In this endeavor so far, and there is
likely to be little in at least the near future. l!he Inter
disciplinary field lying between economics, sociology, and
psychology must become more completely developed before this
can occur.
On the other hand, subjective factors may be so In^rtant
that excluding them will cause even greater errors. What can
be Included and what ahould be excluded la an anomolous
choice that cannot be decided at the present time with
mathematical rigor.
Possible Uses of the Study
In spite of the shortcomings discussed above, this in
vestigation can make a positive contribution to knowledge
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about the aelectlon and ownership of farm Biaohlnez*y« There
are four principal areas in whloh this contribution may lie:
1. The analysis can be a guide to selection of machines
even though It lacks a rigorous experliaental basis. This can
be done if the results from igppllcation of the analysis are
teiQpered with Judgments about their reality* After the
nathenatleal calculation of optloaum sizes, any ixxiividual
farmer can also ^ply bis own value system to modify the
milts.
2. The analysis can serve as a framework on which to
build more adequate experimental evidence about machinery
ownership and selection. It is always desirable to have an
analytical hypothesis when conducting an experiment. One of
the difficulties In the past has been that hypotheses for cost
experiments were not related to hypotheses for timeliness
experiments, with the result that it is very difficult to re**
late the experimental results in these two fields. The very
difficulties encountered in applying timeliness data to the
Crawford County Test Farm example can guide experimental
workers.
3* The analysis provides an explanation of current
machinery selection and ownership practices. One criticism
that is frequently leveled at farmers is that they own machin
ery too large for their farms. This analysis has shown that
there ie so little penalty for owning machinery iU)ove optlaum
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•lae that thara may be adequate Juatlflcati(m for this in
many oaeea.
With some additional *oric, the analysis could be of
help to farm machinery prodtict planners. By observing cur
rent trends in farm size and machinery use practices# one could
extrapolate into the future to estimate t^t machines will be
required. Hie analysis could also help to decide what
acrasge of a crop is required in order that a certain machine
of a certain price is the maximum profit choicej or, re-
phraaing the question# lAmt pz*ice and size a machine must be
to be applicable to a certain sise farm.
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StTOBSTlONS FOR FURTHER WORK
The atudy has also led to several suggestions for furrier
work with this problem. Tbe projects suggested may also be
related to other aspects of tnachinery management besides
oaohinery selection. The suggestions arei
1. Some xoethod should be devised for experiiaentally
determining the validity of the laethod of selection derived
here, m some way the machines chosen for specifio fame
should be related to the profit on those fairos. No doubt a
direct approach (such as an adequate survey) would prove very
expensive, and it is possible that an indirect egpproach would
be more feasible.
2. More experiniental work should be done to determine
the effects of timeliness of operations on field crops. OTiese
studies may take two possible directionss (a) direct measure*
ment of loasea fr<H& untlmelizMsa to give more complete time
liness functions vith a miniBOun of error« and (b) analysis of
weather records to enable estimation of the freQuenoy with
which certain timeliness conditions would not hold. For a
refined analysis of timeliness both kinds of information are
needed.
3. More investigation into the simplification of the
calculations necessary for the selection of machines is
needed. Simplification may be possible by rearranging the
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oalculAtlons, or by using auxiliary davicas. Poasibia useful
auxiliary devices include graphs, tablesj nomographs« high
speed con^uterst and the like.
Further investigation into the nature of the sub*
Jective factors surrounding the analysis would be profitable«
Sinoe it is not known to what extent these factora influence
the data and results, it is also difficult to say exactly
what benefits may be derived from auch an investigation.
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SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSICaiS
Agricultural laechanization in tbs United States has
caused profound changes in the methods and economic relaticm-
ships of fanning in the past hundred years. The principle
direct effect of mochanization has been an increase in the
productivity of farm workers, This, in turn, has led to in
creased overall agricultural production and a slight increase
in fam sixe. As oieohanical farm equii»nent beconies more and
more In^rtant to all farm enterprises, so also does the
selection of the proper farm machinery for specific situations.
The purpose of this study was to seek mora systematic
methods of machinery selection. In particular, the approach
W8U9 to consider a specific farm, where farm practices,
machinery use practices, etc. were given; and then to investi
gate possible methods for selecting machines for these cir
cumstances. The variable of selection was the wox^ing width
of a field machine. The criterion of selectic^ was maxiaua
profit. Machines were to be chosen with which maximum profit
could be obtained from the crop on i^lch the machine was to
be used.
As employed in this analysis, profit is defined by the
equation t « R - C, where ir is profit, R is revenue, and C is
cost. This equation wcls written for each crop on the farm.
Both the revenize R and the cost C are functions of the widths
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of all machines uaetl on that crop. Top any particular
machine, differentiating the profit with inspect to the width
of the machine and setting the result equal to zero gives an
equation for maxinium profit width. Vhe equation which in
sulted was dR/dW " dC/dW, where dR/dW is called the value of
marginal product and dC/dW is called the inai^inal cost of the
machine.
Value of inax^ginal product for a machine was estimated by
first considering the relaticnship between the rate of pro
duction (yield) of a crop and the time lAien the given machine
performs its operation on that crop* This relationship was
named a timeliness fur^tion* There is also another equation
relating width of the machine and the number of units of the
crop which have been treated by the machine if the time of
starting is icnown. This was called a perfonnance function*
By combining the tiioeliness function and the perfox^aance
function and multiplying the result by the price per unit of
cropf an equation for the revenue R from the crop in terms of
the width Wwas found. Differentiation of R with respect to
Wresulted then in an expression for value of margixial pro
duct in terms of V*
Marginal cost for a machine was obtained by writing an
equation for predicting the total annual cost of the machine
in tenns of the width, and then differentiating, The specific
costs included were: depreciation. Insurance, taxes, housing,
interest on investment, fuel, oil, labor, repairs, lubrication.
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and a pazi; of tha annual flxad coat of tha tractor uaad to
XK>itfar the machine. Tractor flxad coat waa divided among tha
machinea on which the tractor waa uaed according to the amount
of energy expended by the tractor when it was being uaed on
that particular machine. Depreciation, insurance, houaing.
Interest, taxes, repairs, and lubrication for a machine were
estimated by a single constant, the fixed cost percentage,
laultlplled by the price of the machine. ^ meana of appro
priate aaaunqptlona, the remaiziing variablea were then ex-
preaaed In texna of the width V. The oiarginal coat equation
was then fotuid by differentiation.
To demonstrate the explication of the method of selection,
a set of field machinery for the Crawford County Test Farm,
near Oenison, Iowa, was selected.
On the basis of the results of the application and ob
servations on the analysis, the following conclusions have
been drawns
1. A mathematically ayatematio method of selection of
maohlnea has been derived which is reasonably workable* The
ealculatlona Involved are not difficult, although they are,
at times, quite long.
2. Coiiq;>arison of optimum widths found by the method of
selection and the widths in use on the Crawford County Test
PaxTO gave Indication that the method may have a realistic
basis.
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3* The mathematical analysis demonstrated that for
maximum profit machines, the working widths
a« is proportional to the annual use to the p
pcmer^ where the annual use Is in acres per year« and p is
a positive number greater than one and depending on the
nature of the tiaieliness function;
b. is proportional to the price of labor to the
p poner where p is defined as above)
c. decreases as the annual fixed cost Increases»
d. decreases as the speed of operation increases}
e. decreases as the field efficiency increases.
4* Due to the shape of tlie cost and profit curves# the
losses resulting from machines larger than optimum width are
less than those resulting from machines smaller than optimum
by the same increment of width.
3. The prices of tractors, plows, tandem disk harrows,
grain drills« cultivators, splice tooth harrows, com pickers,
and lister-*planters are described with reasoni^>ly good
correlation by the fonmila P « ^ KcW, where P is the price,
and are constants, and W is the woxHcing width. The
other machines Investigated (combines, mowers, rakes, and
balers) are not adapted to this formula*
6. Fuel consumption for gasoline tractors can be
described by the equation Q « 0.927 0.0745 0, with a
coefficient of correlation of 0.943} where Q is the fuel
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conffisnptlon In gallons par hour, and 0 la the drai^ar horaa'
power davelopad by the tractor*
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APPENDIX A. QLQSSAICr OF SYMBOLS
SyiTibol Deacrlptlon Units
a acrea operated upon by acme ticae t acres
Ai annual once-over acreage on which
machine 1 is used
acrea yr,*^
annual acreage of crop J aorea yr."'^
bx a constant In e vs» (1-«K) n.u*
to. a constant in e va« h^s/d^s^ ft.*"^
®th theoretical field ci4>aclty acre hr.""*
®fl annual fixed cost of 1-th machine dollars yr.**^
®ftl annual tractor fixed cost charged to
1-th inachlne
dollars yr.""^
annual fuel coat dollars yr.*"^
annual cost of 1-th ciachlne when
used on J«th crop
dollars yr."^
total annual cost to produce J«*th
crop
dollars yr."*
Cl annual labor cost dollars yr.*^
Co annual oil cost dollars yr.'*^
• field efficiency n«u.
Ol power vequlromnt of 1-th machine hp.
Ot rated drawbar horsepower of tractor hp.
hi time loss per acre hr. acre*^
ho constant tljne loss per acre hr. acre*^
hu useful time per acre hr. acre"^
Hi annual use of machine 1 hr. yr.*"*
Symbol
Ho
Ht
1
J
kft
^>1
K
MC
a
'o
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Deacnptlor^
tXm in woiHclng day
annual use of tractor
subscript (isachlne)
subscript (crop}
fixed cost percentage of machine 1
fixed cost percentage of tractor
a constant In 0^ vs. Wi.
specific horsepc»fer requlresient of
the 1-th machine
a constant, the price per unit width
of machine 1
a constant« the price per unit horse
power of the tractor
a constantf the price" of a tractor
of sero horsepower
a constant« the "price" of a machine
of sez*o width
a constant In the eauetlon for h^
marginal cost
exponent of Vj, in price function
price of fuel
pz*ice of loachlne 1
unit price of j-th crop
price of labor
price of oil
price of tractor
specific fuel ocmsuiQptl<m
mm,
hr. day"^
hr. yr.*"^
n«u«
n»u.
percent
percent
hp. ft.-^
dollars ft#*"^
dollars
dollars
dollars
n.u.
dollars unit
n.u.
dollars gal.*^
dollars
dollars unlt*^
dollars hr."*-
dollars gal.**
dollars
gal* hp."* hr."*
mX
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STmbol Description units
Oo fuel oonsuB^tlon at fast Idle gal* hr.-^
fuel oonstuiiptlon gal. hr#""*
r oil/fuel consumption ratio n.u.
Rj annual reveniie from crop J dollars yr."^
s speed of operation ml./hr."^
t time days
t subscript (tractor) n.u*
time when operation 1 Is perfonasd days
time when operation Is begun days
energy reciulreraent for i*th operation hp.hr.yr,**
total tractor enexsy requirement hp.hr.yr.**^
VMP value of marginal product dollars unlf*
width of machine 1 ft.
width of machine with largest power
requirement
ft.
yj unit net yield unit acre''^
yo unit gross yield unit acre"^
Ay reduction In unit yield unit acre'^
oventll yield imlt yr."*^
Oi constant In maislnal cost equation dollars ft."^
tta constant in marginal cost equation dollars ft.-*
O3 constant In msrglnal cost equation dollars ft."*
profit from crop J dollars yr."*
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AFRNDZX B. FOVBR AND FUEL CONSUNmON DATA
Table 12 • Draft and power requirements for farm machines^
Machine
Draft or power
x^quirement
Koldboard plow 3.3 pai* (unit draft)
Vertical disk plow 250 Ib./ft. width
Tandem disk harrow 120 lb ./ft. width
Spike tooth harrow *5 lb ./ft. width
Com planter 100 lb ./row
Lister 575 lb ./row
Roteiry hoe ^^5 lb ./ft. width
Com cultivator 58*5 lb ./shovel (assume 6
shovel8/z*ow)
Mower 80 lb ./ft. width
Rake 200 lb. total^
Combine 3 hp,/ft. width
Piokup baler 20 hp. total
Com picker 3-5 hp ./row
Forage harvester 2 hp.-hr./ton of grass
silage out 1/2 in. long
(assume 9 tons/acre-hr.)®
*C. B. Rloh«y (22, p. 93). Note: average values used.
^'Doniwll Hunt (15, p. 118) •
^Howard C. Rather (21 > PP- 175, 176).
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Tabla 13. Fuel consuniptlon and belt horsapoMr for farm
lAtMl-type tractors®
Belt Fuel Belt Fuel
horsepoKer consultation horsepower consumption
22.66 l.p'iO 8.72 l.'^53
1.^7 0.801 25.'W 2.175
12.24 1.363
23.'w 1.986 50.37 *.175
6.26 1.0^ 2.00 1.664
17.51 1.642 26.99 2.863
13.92 1.464 53.06 4.326
13.65 2.163
38.63 3.250 39.78 3.514
1.98 1.403
21.35 2.245 24.94 2.124
39.88 3.230 1.50 0.905
10.97 1.743 12.76 1.370
31.20 2.777 26.08 2.300
24.00 2.441 6.57 1.116
S5.86 2.»81
2.26 1.230 9.21 1.004
13.98 1.789 0.54 0.531
25.13 2.332 4.81 0.765
7.29 1.428 9.86 1.072
80.37 2.155
. . 33.66 2.920
4.116 1.25 1.205
1.63 1.713 17.59 2.062
26.15 2.752 34.42 2.885
50.16 4.071 8.94 1.675
13.31 2.112 25.90 2.479
38.11 3.407
45.06 3.85732.83 2.584 1.37 f.sSg
1'83 1.190 24.02 2.796
17.17 1.770 46.16 3.752
34.95 2.760 12.47 2.394
34.73 3.346
*Based on Nebraska Tractor Test S (20), Variable Load
for tan randomly eelactad tractors for which price data
was available.
Figure 13.
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BELT HORSEPOWER Gf
Fuel consumption versus belt horsepower from
Nebraska Tractor Test E for 10 randomly
selected gasoline tractors for which price
data was available
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Table 14. Calculation of power tranamiBSion efficiency
Make and model
Allia-Chalnaera Q
Allia-Chalmera CA
Allia-Chalioera B
Farmall 130
Oliver 55
Oliver 66
Coclcahutt 20
Farmall 350
John Deere 420
John Deere 520
Oliver 77
Oliver 88
Cockshutt 4o
Cockahutt 50
Allia-Chalmera WD45
Farmall 450
John Deere 620
John Deere 720
Farmall 650
Belt hp.®
Drawer
hpT^ Obhp ./bhp
10.07 8.96 .8898
24.79 14.51 .5853
21.17 15.22 .7189
21.38 15.22 ,8289
32.65 22.68 .6496
32.83 26.68 .8127
27.40 22.12 ,8073
39.31 34.57 .8794
27.25 24.42 .to6l
24.75 23.31 .9418
41.05 35.6s .8595
53.14 36.04 .6782
41.44 32.92 . .7944
52.18 37.77 .7238
32.24 28.26 .8766
1.55 44.45 .8268
4.25 38.92 .8697
55.11 47.93 .8795
58.96 53.01 ,8991
Average value .8170
I
^Nttbraslca Taat C (20). Operating maxlnum load teat.
>>Itebra8ka Teat J (20). Rated gear test.
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APnSNDZX C. i^ZCB DATA
Price Functions
In order to save space j the oz^inal price data have
l>een presented in graphical form« Each point from which the
price function has been dex^ived has been plotted^ along with
the px^e function, in a graph of price versus width for each
machine.
The date shorn on each gra^ is the date on which the
data were taken tv<m price lists* Since the price lists
are constantly being changed, there is no assurance that the
pi-ices have exactly the same basis for each machine. 39m
relative price levels should be close enough, however, that
the differences are negligible. l!here was also soq» diffi
culty encoimtex<ed in pricing machines with tl^ same e(^ii|»aent
for all the makes considered. Every effort was made to assure
that Mch machine was e^iuipped wi^ the same accessories*
Price Functions for Mowers, Rakes,
and Balen
OSie price data for mowers, rakes, and balers are not
suited for graphical representation arxl linear regression,
because there is little variation in size of these machines*
^refore, the prices and siees were averaged^ wd the average
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price mm divided by the average aize to obtain an average
price per unit of aise* The price functions for these
piachines are thus all of the form P «• ItpW, TBie data and
calculations are shown in Table 15*
Table 15* Mower price function
Price^ Width
Make (dollars) (ft.)
Cockahutt 311 6
314 7
Oliver 325 5
335 6
345 7
International Harvester 306 7
John Oeere 312 5
322 o
338 7
Average prices 323*1 dollars
Average widths 6.111 ft.
Price functions P « 52.0 W
^Prices are f .o.b* point of raanufacture with standard
equipinent, as of January XI, 193d•
1X4
16. Baler price function
Advertised
Prlce^ capacity
(dollars) (tons/lir •)
Width'
(ft.)
John Deere 1669 5 13.7%
Xntex<natlorial Harvester 1712 6 14.85
Oliver 1706 9 24.75
Average prices 1693 dollars
Average widths 16.30 ft.
Price function: P - 92.5 W
Prices are for poMer-take-off baleiv with standard
e<tulpaMnt^ f.o.b, point of loanufaoture^ as of January 2dj
1958.
^Calculated from advertised capacity, assusfilng a speed
of operation of 3 mlles/1iour« and a yield of 1 toiy'acre.
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Table 17* Raloi price function
Make
Prlce^
(dollars)
Cockahutt
Inteamatlonal Harvester
312
320
515
k22
317
5^5
Oliver
John Deere
Average prices 3SK>.1 dollars
Average vldthi 7 ^eet
Price functions F » 35*0 W
Width
(ft.)
^Prices are for rakes wll^ standard equlpsnent, f .o.b.
point of manufacture« as of January 2d« 19^-
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Table 18. Fixed eost percentages for farm machines
Fixed cost
Machine percentage^
Moldboard plow 18.0
Tandem disk 14.1
Spike toothed harrow 10.6
Com planter 12*0
Drill 12.2
Cultivator 1^*4
Mower 14.2
Combine 18*0
Baler 17.8
Forage harvester Id.3
Rake 13.1
Com picker 18.0
Lister 16.1
Tractor 18.2
^Includes depreciation^ interest, housing, taxes, insur
ance, repairs, and lubrication. Based on Fenton and Fairbanks
UO), Tables XI, m, and XVI.
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AffEHDXX D. CALCULATION OF CONSTANTS ?Q^
CRAMFOKD COUNTV TBST FARM
Calculation of and b.
The definitions of and ares
e
b,4b^W
bj^ - 14K
b. - hoSA
• ho -f X/o^ .
Assuiae that an e^ la knoim for some itldth and speed
Sq, and assunie that half of the per acre tlioe loss Is pro
portional to the z^eclprocal of the theoretical field capacity
and that half Is constant. That Is, assune
^ - Vcth •
Then,
r 1 X^ • ae^j " 2 '
and
b^ " •
ud
These two results permit computation of and b,. These are
tabulated In Table 19*
Calculation of
Is the amount of work required to perfom operation 1
on the faxta per year.
If the draft of the ImpXement Is P Xb./ft., and If the
annual use of the Ixaplesoent Is scres/srr«, then
" DAx X 0^0220 .
If the horsepower requirement per foot of width Is
then
Sl^lUi - 3 X8.25 .
The calculation of from elt^r of these two eqjuatlons
Is shown In Table 20.
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Table 20. Calculation of
Machine
Draft®
(lb./ft.
Power
req't.®
) (hp./ft. ) (a.)hr.)
Speed
(nph.)
(hp .hi*./
yr.)
Plow 71^ (7 In* deep) 1H.6 3 653.4
Tandem dlak 120 218 3 575.5
Grain drill 35 3 53.1
Iilater<-planter 1^ ^.6 3 319.7
Spike tooth
88.6 81.1harrow ^5 3
Ciiltlvator 100 177 3 390.1
Mower do 163 3 287.8
Rake 28 207 5 130,*
Baler^ 207 3 1803.0
Combine 3 43.9 3 362.2
Com picker 1 88.6 3 2'>3.6
®Rlchey (22, p. 93).
^ABSume effective field capacity la 2*3 h/tce» (13,
p. 13)* Then
» (20 hp*) (207-^ acres/Vr*)/(2«3 acrea/hr.)•
mTable 21. Calculation of for Crawford County Teat Farm
Machine
'^pl
dollanj/
ft. n
dollar/
ft.n
Plow 0.160 135.5 1 24.39
Bisk o.m 3*.99 1 *.934
PrlU 0.122 3'».79 1 4.244
Lister 0.161 47.21 1 7.601
Spike tooth harrow 0.106 9.41 1 0.998
Cultivator o.m 51.11 1 7.360
Hower O.Iks 52.00 1 7.384
Rake 0.131 55.50 1 7.270
Cc»Qblne 0.160 23.0 2.31 9.56
Baler 0.178 123.3 1 21.94
Picker 0.180 23.91 1 4.304
X22
Table 22. Calculation of a, for Crawford County Test Farm
Machine aores/yr.
b.
foot"* hp./ft.
S
mph.
r. aas
dollnrs/
ft.
Plow 41.6 0.033'» 5.712 3 0.3740
Disk 218.0 0.0120 0.960 3 0.1184
Drill 43.9 0.0220 0.440 3 0.0200
Lister 86.6 0.0264 1.314 3 0.1447
Spike tooth
harrow 86.6 0.00T5 0.333 3 0.0104
Cultivator 177.3 0.0146 0.800 3 0.0976
9l3wer 163.5 0.0202 0.640 3 0.0964
Rake 207.4 0.0047 0.333 5 0.0092
Coaziblne 43.9 0.0407 3.000 3 0.2589
Baler 207.4 0.0196 1.428 3 0.2736
Picker 88.6 0.0351 2-144 3 0.3143
- 1/S (8,25AjqUQba(Pg rP^) >^re p •> 0.07454
hp^hre ./gallon.
fg -f rP^ " 0.20 4 1.00 X 0.03 " 0.23 dollar8/gall<Mi.
Thereforej
a- - (8.25 X 0.07454 X 0.23)
S
0.1414
3^3
Table 23 • Calculation of for Crawford County %8t Fam
S o,»
Machine acres/yr. B9>h. dollars/ft.•
Plow 41.6 1.117 3 155.1
S>iak 218.0 1.095 3 796.4
Drill *3.9 1.176 3 172.3
Lister 88.6 1.185 3 350.0
Spike tooth harrow 88.6 1.29* 3 382.0
Cultivator 177.3 1.103 3 657.5
Mower 163.5 l.l^H 3 622.6
Hake 207A 1.033 5 428.8
Cond>lne ^^3.9 1.250 3 183.1
Baler 207.* 1.167 3 807.5
Picker 88.6 1.2't6 3 335.0
- (1/B)(8.25 Ajb^) Pjj + <lo(rg + **Po) ?i,
1.00 dollar per hourj q© " 0.927 gallona/hourj Pg + rP©
0.23 dollara/gallon.
Therefore,
a, - (8.25 1.00 + 0.927 X0.23 )(Ajb^)
• 10.01(Ajby3).
I2k
APRSMDZX S. SXANnUS SOLUTIONS OF EQUATIOI^
Table 24. Trial and eraK>r solution of e«nbine minimum eoat
width equaticm
Equation! 9.5^ + 0.2589W' - f(W) - 183.1
W
ft, W* 0,2389W' f(W)
2.00 9.918 ^.00 9^-81 1.036 95.85
2.50 20.76 6.25 198.1.618 199.0
2Ai 18.90 5.90^ 180.7 1.529 182.2*
^ince 182.2 ia approximately equal to 183«1, the width
W « 2.^3 feet will be accepted as the solution to the mini*
oium cost width equation.
Soluticm of Maxiinum Profit Equation
BeoauM of the variaticsi in fora of ^ timelineas and
marginal cost funotiona, it ia useless to try to present
calculationa for maximum profit widths in tabular fomi.
Thez^fozv, the algebraic solution presented below will serve
to indicate the natiire of the solution for all the machines
for which tiineliness is considered.
A solution for the gx*ain di*ill was chosen because it
incorporates all that the others contain. The grain drill
equations are relatively ooxoplicated due to the ncm*liz»ar
timelinesa function.
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The following constants and functions are used in the
solutions
Aj « ^3-9 ac3?eB/V««*
« 1.176
b, - 0.0220 foot"^
Hq - 8 hours/day
3 03 ffliles/hour
- 4.064 dollars/ft.
m 0.200 dollars/ft.
8.25A.t)iP.A.
«
HqS
(*3 - 40.58 dollars-ft.®
n "1
Pj • 0.67 dollars/bushel
y - - 0.^9&7
» Pi/V + 0a
Pi - 8.25Ajbi/lioS
p, - 8.25Ajb«/HoS
tf
y dt - y(tj
0
MC - + OaW " a»)
First« dat«rmln« the value of marginal products
VMP -
8.25 X *3.9 X 1.176 X 0.67 X 43.9
8 X 3 X W"
•i^yoti-.2209t"a*«4e>
- (y© - .'^ 967 ti"®**)
-I
VM* - SgfO (y^ti - 0.2209ti*«* - yo/ti +0.'V967t;***)
VMP - -MM- t!"* .
w® *
Hext, determine t}w marginal oost.
NC - V^*(4.26* W* - kO.58) .
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Solution of VMP » HC
-liiA. t:"«» - 1/V»(4.26»«J« - 40.58) .
W
144.4 t£**" - 4.264W* - 40.58 .
But tj^ • PxA ^
Vx1
p_ . 8.25 X43.9 X .0220 . q 333
8x3
- 17.7Si/W + 0.332 - lA (17.75 0.332W) •
Sxpazul t*'^* as « Taylor serleB. Tte general form isi
t.««» . f(w) . f(o) + f»(0)l( ♦ ♦ •••
ThUA>
, 1 (2.05 +0.009507W - O.OOOO6585W® ♦ ...)
Therefore^
• (2.05 -t- 0.009507W ' 0.00006585W* + ...)
^•8^9
" 4226iHf* - 40.58 .
Use only the first three term of the series^ as ahount
m4(2.05 ♦ 0.009507W - O.OOOO6585M" ♦ ...)
- 4.26W*"*** - 40.58lf*** .
Collecting terms^
+ 0.009509W* - 1.307W - 40.58W***
m 296 m g(|f) .
Thla can be solved by trial and error by letting the
right hand side of the equation be g(W), then substituting
In values of V until om is found which makes the g(V) - 296,
Table 2^ shows sueh a solution.
Since 291.9 is very close to 296, the width 7.25 feet
will be accepted as the solution to the maxlnium pz*oflt equa
tion.
Table 23* Solution of grain drill maylmum profit equation
V
4.264 0.009509
V I.307W
40.58
„.84«
e(w)
8.00 460.5 .6086 10.46 63.17 382.4
7.00 341.1 .4659 9.149 65.74 266.8
7.85 366.7 .4998 9.476 66.55 291.9
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API>EIIDIX P. TJmUmSB FUMfCTIONS
Oata Planting Tlmellnesa Function
Wlggans and Frey (27) re3;>orted the tlnielineaB data for
oata planting shovm In the first two columns of Table 26,
baaed on their experj^nta in Amea, lova. The data represent
three year averages for eight oat varieties.
Table 26. Kffeot of date of planting on yield of oats
Date of
planting*
Het
yield
Yield
reduction
(bu./acre)
Pays after
April 16
April l5 7? 0 0
April 23 6 7
April 30 57 13 Ik
May 7 51 19 21
May 14 37 28
«ay 21 24 %6 35
^Iggana and Frey (27)* Chart 1.
The plot of the original data in Figure 23 shows that it
is non<-linear. To put the data into usable form, the re«>
duotlms in net yield Mere plotted against time after i^rll
16 on logarithmic paper (aee Figure 24). A atralght line
<50
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Figure 23« Oats planting timeliness function
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Figure 24, Reduction in net yield versus planting
delay for oats
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fittwl to th9 points by ttyo Indicates that ths yield reduction
ias
Cisr «• 0.497 t*''** (51)
where
£s^ m reduction in net yield (bu./acre) •
But tifflelineea function i«
y - yo •
Therefore4
y • yo - 0.497 t^'*'
Id the timelineee function for planting oats. This function
is plotted along with the original data In Figure 23.
Oats Harvestix^ Tioelineea Punction
Chaudhary (5) found that the yield of oats ma a function
of the time of harvest. The reasons irtjy the yield decx^ased
with time were twofold. First, there were greater combining
losses if the grain was excessively ripe when combined}
second, the amount of shatter loss (grain fallen out of the
head before combining) increased as the grain stood in the
field after ripening. ®ie basic data is shown In Table 27,
Assume that the beginning of oats haxnresting is on July
23« Then the yield will be decreased by s^zie aiaount for
132
Table 27. Bffaot of tisoe of harvest^ on the yield of oata
Amount Amount
lost . saved
Date of harvest (lb./acre)" (lb./acre)
Total
(lb./acre)
July 23
July 26
July 28
August 7
100
9^.96
86*66
141.3
17^5
1620
1612
1385
1845
1716
1698
1525
^Adapted from Chaudhary (5)* Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4.
^Includes shatter loss and is for direct cut conOslnlng
Table 28. Net yield, net yield reduction, and tine after
July 23 for oats harvesting
Time after July 23
(days)
0
3
5
15
Net yield
(bu./acre)
54.6
50.7
50.3
*3.3
Net yield reduction
(bu./acre)
0
3.9
*.3
11.3
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every day tt^ereafter that harvesting Is in progress. Wbla
28 shows the net yield, yield reduction, and the nuiaiber of
days after July 23. The timeliness function was found by
deterciining the relationship between d€tys after t^ (July 23)
and the net yield. This was done by linear regression.
Figure 25 shows the data and the timeliness function.
Com Planting Timeliness Funoticm
The basic com planting tizaeliness data are from the
U.S. Bureau of Flant Industry (26). The data are six year
averages for 10 double cross com hybrids, varying from those
suited to northern Iowa to those suited to southern Iowa.
The data are as shoim in Table 29*
Table 291 Effect of date of planting on yield of com
Date®
Days after
May 17
Net yield
(bu./aore )*
Hay 8 — 90.3
May 17 0 90.5
May 26 9 85.8
June 2 16 61.8
^.S. Bureau of Plant Industry (26). Table 138,
=>30
X3'^
y = 53 9- 0.7114 t
4 8 12 16
TIME AFTER JULY 23 t (DAYS)
Figure 25. Oats harvesting timeliness function
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The procedure used to find the com planting tlraellness
function followed the same outline aa for harveetlns oats.
tlmellneas function la shown plotted alon^ with the
original data In Figure 26.
Com Harvesting TimeXineas Function
The oom harveating tlmellneas data takaa a slightly
different form than the others o(^ldered so far. Herum (14)
reports the losses incurred in picking com as a function of
the moisture content of the com. Shaw (24) reports the
moisture content of com as a function of the tliae (date}»
These two functions can be combined to obtain the field loaaea
as a function of the tim (date). The original data la
shown graphically in Figure 27, end the derived data alon^
with the tlBieXlneaa function la shcmn In Figure 2d. The
procedure followed to obtain the timeliness function is the
Sttoe aa that followed for the oats planting function.
100
< 80
>. 40
136
y = 90.4-0.5304 t
4 8 12 16
TIME AFTER MAY 17 t (DAYS)
Figure 26. Com planting timeliness function
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